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Separatist Movements 

 

Background 

 The world’s political and social climate is in a constant change of motion. Joining 

and leaving of groups and nations from other entities is a common reoccurance which 

shapes history, and we talk about some in debate. Secession movements in particular 

have occurred for many centuries, but they are becoming more spotlighted and 

prevalent in the present day and age, and needs to be discussed more in debate. A 

separatist is defined as one who secedes or advocates separation from a group, as 

from a nation or an established church and also one who advocates cultural, ethnic, or 

racial separation. (Free Dictionary) This separation can mean that there is new ground 

on what rights and operations look like post the separation, and the importance that a 

separation movement provides for political discussions of autonomy and agency. This is 

an important and growing discussion that needs to be highlighted at this years NPTE. 

Potential Affirmative Arguments 

 

Advantages:  

- Political climates of each state 

- Actor credibility 

- Political autonomy good 

- Foreign relations 

- Domestic policies 

- Economy  

- Hard power methods 

- Soft power methods  

 

Potential Negative Arguments 

Disads:  

- Foreign relations 



- Actor ability/credibility 

- Political climates 

- Hard power bad/doesn’t work  

- Soft power bad/doesn’t work 

- Politics  

 

Counter plans: 

- Different actor counterplans 

- Different forms of recognition and debating methods 

 

Generic K links:  

- Imperialism 

- Certain Identity arguments could link  

- Biopower  

- Someone more creative than me can link it  

 

Potential Resolutions 

 

The African Union should recognize the Indigenous People of Biafra as a sovereign 

entity.  

a. The Biafran secessionist movement in southeastern Nigeria began after leaders 

in the nation's south declared Biafra an independent state in the late 1960s. In 

1967, a civil war ensued between pro-independence fighters and the Nigerian 

government, which refused to recognize an independent Biafra. Separatist 

leaders withdrew their calls for secession and surrendered three years later. The 

movement is not consolidated under one entity, instead driven by the region's 

ethnic majority group, the Igbo. Support for the movement has continued to 

threaten the central government's sovereignty in Nigeria's southeast over the 

years. Recently, calls for independence have increased. 

 

The African Union should recognize the Southern Cameroons Ambazonia Consortium 

United Front as a sovereign entity.  

a. Cameroon's complicated colonial history is at the root of an independence 

movement among the country's English-speaking population. leaders of the 

Southern Cameroons Ambazonia Governing Council, a separatist group, had 

called for at historical independence demonstrations in hopes of declaring an 

independent country.  

 

The United Nations should recognize Kurdistan as a sovereign nation.  



a. Kurdistan is a semi-autonomous region in northern Iraq. The Kurds have been a 

dominant ethnic group in the Middle East for centuries, although they were 

divided among Iraq, Iran, Syria, and Turkey following the fall of the Ottoman 

Empire. The repression of Kurds by Iraq's former dictator, Saddam Hussein, and 

Turkey, has driven Kurdish nationalism over the years. Last month, Kurdistan's 

government held a referendum in which more than 90% of voters chose 

independence. The actor choice as well as the implications of the resolution are 

very debateable here.   

 

The United Nations should recognize Palestine as a sovereign nation.  

a. The United States and Israel are one of the last remaining nations to recognize 

Palestine. 70% of the 193 UN member nations recognize that Palestine is a 

sovereign state. This issue has been growing as more international organizations 

and is a very debatable topic in terms of the foreign policy stances and relational 

aspects. 

 

The United Nations should recognize Taiwan as an independent nation. 

a. According to that policy, the U.S. government takes no official stance on the 

relationship between Taiwan and China. In the U.S.-China Normalization 

Communiqué of 1978, the backbone of the policy, the United States 

“acknowledges” that there is one China and that Taiwan is part of China. But the 

United States has never officially “recognized” Taiwan as part of China. This 

strategic ambiguity leaves the United States room for a de facto relationship with 

Taiwan and leaves the Taiwan-China relation an open-ended question. This is a 

very debatable topic due to relations and political stances.  

 

The European Union should recognize Catalonia as a sovereign nation.  

a. Already an autonomous region within Spain with its own government and 

language, Catalonia held a contested independence referendum on October 1. 

Spain had previously declared the referendum illegal, and Spanish police raided 

polling stations in an attempt to disrupt the vote. 43% of Catalans turned out — 

those against independence abstained from voting — with 92% voting for 

independence. Catalonia's president later declared independence for a matter of 

seconds before suspending his declaration with the hope of jump starting 

negotiations with Spain. Catalonia's refusal to back down from independence has 

led Spain to begin to invoke constitutionally-allowed procedures this weekend 

aimed at taking control of Catalonia's regional government. 

The European Union should recognize Scottish independence from the United 

Kingdom.  



a. In 2014, Scots took to the polls to vote in a referendum for independence that 

would allow Scotland to break away from the United Kingdom. The referendum 

failed, but hope for an independent Scotland remains alive and there have been 

renewed calls for independence since Britain voted to leave the European Union 

last year in Brexit. Nicola Sturgeon, the First Minister of Scotland and leader of 

the pro-independence Scottish National Party, had proposed a new referendum 

to be held in 2018 or 2019.  
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